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There is no question that Joe Meyer is the dynamic leader 
enabling Shelter House to continue to grow its mission to 
address the issues of homelessness and domestic violence 
in our community.  As Executive Director and CEO of 

this wonderful organization, he is focused on fostering a culture of 
excellence, mentoring and inspiring his team, and engaging each 
individual from the highest state official down to each volunteer and 
the clients they serve to reach their potential.  It is a calling that he 
recognizes and embraces. 

Joe Meyer feels blessed and privileged.  He grew up in Western 
Pennsylvania in a nuclear family with two loving parents and three 
brothers.  They had all they needed, but no more.  His high school 
was home to the underprivileged, but as both an academic and 
athletic standout, he was uniquely qualified to help others. With the 
ability and commitment to be of service along with a strong spiritual 

foundation, he recognized a compelling purpose for his life.  The man 
at the helm of the community based non-profit Shelter House has a 
clear understanding of how he’s arrived at this position and a vision 
for moving forward. 

  Shelter House is actually the umbrella for three shelters in Fairfax 
County servicing over 1,370 individuals last year, 70% of which were 
under 18 years of age.  There is the Katherine Hanley Family Shelter 
in Fairfax with a 62 bed capability, the Patrick Henry Family Shelter 
in Falls Church with 42 available beds, and Artemis House, the only 
24 hour emergency domestic violence center in the county.  Artemis 
House actually has multiple secure locations which when combined 
offer 56 beds to individuals and families in imminent danger of 
domestic abuse or harm.  You may be amazed to learn that on the 
night of January 25, 2017 alone, there were 964 homeless people in the 
Fairfax-Falls Church community.
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The statistics are a wake-up call for action.  
Almost half of the families experiencing 
homelessness are the result of domestic 
violence.  Two-thirds of the adults in these 
families are working, but with the average 
living wage of a single adult household with 
two children in Fairfax County equaling 
$30.86 per hour, more than 4 times the 
minimum wage, they cannot make ends meet 
and provide the security their children so 
desperately need.  Is it any wonder that the 
cycle of poverty and despair tends to be self-
perpetuating?

In 2001, after receiving his Bachelor’s 
Degree in Social Work from Slippery Rock 
University, Joe left Pennsylvania and became 
a caseworker locally at the Embrey Rucker 
Shelter.   It was during his tenure there that 
he “learned why people work the way they 
do.”  He understood that he was working 
with good people who were “not privileged 
to have the tools” he has had, but who have 
persevered and were looking to take those 
experiences and realize a better life for 
themselves and their children.

Joining Shelter House in 2005 as the 
Director at the Patrick Henry Shelter, Joe’s 
eyes were opened even more as to why survival 
skills can become a hindrance even under 
improved circumstances.   Though genetics 
cannot be changed, learned behaviors are at 
least as important, creating different norms 
and coping skills for those struggling to break 
out of the cycle of poverty and abuse.  He 
began to see children of his former clients 
returning with their own children, unable to 
support themselves and avoid the mistakes of 
their parents. 

 He knows that it is not enough just to get 
people back on their feet; real, constructive, 
and practical skills from self-care to market-
ready career training are necessary to effect 
permanent change.  Joe feels that with the right 
people on his team that share Shelter House’s 
core values of collaboration, accountability, 
respect, and empowerment (CARE), moving 
from assistance to enablement is possible.  
Although some of their clients suffer 
from permanent disabilities, an improved 
mental state coupled with proper support 

can significantly better life 
for everyone involved in the 
individual’s or family’s care.  
This is a systemic approach to 
treating the whole person and 
the environment in which 
they find themselves.

Importantly, a key to 
success is recognizing “where 
they are and what they want 
or need.”  The major causes of 
homelessness are varied and may include 
illness, a child’s disability, situational 
depression, abusive relationships, loss 
of employment or opportunity, or even 
foreclosure on a home.  You cannot 
dictate a result or a direction, but must 
make them aware of the choices they 
have and assist them to get there.  It is 
a constantly evolving process to make 
sure that no one falls through the net of 
services available for them, and it does 
not end when they walk out the door.  
Follow-up services and support can be 
ongoing for months or longer in the form 
of subsidies, counseling, and help with 
landlords, employers, or other challenges.  
Even with 60 full-time employees and 
over 50 part-time staff dedicated to 
meeting these challenges, there is so 
much more that can and should be 
done to put an end to homelessness and 
domestic violence.

For example, in the case of those in 
peril from domestic abuse, the first 
contact may be from the police that 
have conducted a Lethality Assessment 
Protocol after arriving on scene of a 
domestic disturbance.  The officers will 
call Shelter House directly to coordinate 
entry on an emergency basis, and Shelter 
House will begin to coordinate legal 
assistance and next steps while at the same 
time providing the physical refuge that is 
needed. Domestic violence is the leading 
cause of homicide in Fairfax County and 
has claimed 25 victims over the past few 
years.  Not ONE of those victims reached 
out for services or help, which means 
Shelter House is saving lives! 

Mission
“To prevent and end homelessness and domestic 
violence by engaging the community, building 
effective relationships and providing crisis 
intervention, safe housing and supportive services”
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Joe’s management style is both instinctive and studied.  He is 
working to change the perception of “nonprofits” as somehow being 
less professional or about business as other organizations.  In fact, 
along with needing to excel in the same categories as other businesses 
including budgeting, prioritization, optimization of resources and 
outcomes, nonprofits have the added pressures of finding the right 
kind of talent that can stay vested in the bigger picture without 
becoming complacent or burnt out.  Opportunities to grow internally 
and to build upon the culture of the organization must be provided 
in order to retain and attract employees and volunteers.  His faith 
continues to provide him the strength to face the challenges ahead and 
to sustain his hope that Shelter House can make an even bigger impact 
in the future.

Joe wants to raise the bar for our community to step up and help.  
Fairfax County is one of the wealthiest areas in the country, not just 
in terms of incomes, but also in terms of skills and resources. Besides 
the ethical reasons for wanting to assist the less fortunate, giving these 
individuals and families a chance to become contributing, productive 
members of our society is economically advantageous as well.  There is 
so much more work to do!

So, how can you help?  Joe suggests starting with educating yourself 
more around these issues.  We think we know, but we are still learning 
everyday.  Talk to Shelter House; invite them IN.  They will come to 
you or you can come to them to tour the shelters and see the differences 
that are taking place in the lives of our neighbors.  Be vigilant and 
pay attention to events happening around you.  If you see signs or are 
concerned and do not know what to do, do something. Don’t be afraid 

to act!  Call Shelter House or the police.  Whether you are a bystander, 
perpetrator, or victim, you can ask for help.  Recognize that a batterer 
does not need just anger management, but is a wielder of both physical 
and mental abuse.  It is about power and fear.  Contributions of time, 
supplies, or financial support are always welcome and appreciated. 
Visit their website at www.shelterhouse.org to learn what is needed.  
You do not have to be academically trained to get involved.

There are events and opportunities available year-round.  In June, 
it is “Do More 24,” a one-day United Way of the National Capitol 
area online fundraiser where you can pledge your support to one of 
700 nonprofits in our area, Shelter House being one.  Join in Shelter 
House’s “Make The Call” Campaign, or be a sponsor or participate in 
their upcoming Fall “Chipping In To End Domestic Violence” golf 
tournament on September 29th at The Golf Club of Lansdowne.  
Whatever you choose to do, you’ll be working with an organization 
that truly CAREs.

Fairfax County’s Domestic & Sexual Violence Hotline: 
703.360.7273
TTY#: 711
Artemis House: 703.435.4940
Patrick Henry: 703.536.2155
Katherine Hanley: 571.522.6800
Shelter House Corporate: 703.955.7876
United Way #8699
CFC# 56516
www.shelterhouse.org
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Tired of the BIG BOX HOTELS with a la carte hotel charges like 
breakfast, dinner, parking and high speed internet service?
The Staybridge Suites McLean Tysons Corner includes amenities and 

services that o� er a “suite” stay for government, corporate, or business 
travelers and extended stay guests! Stay with us for that “home away 

from home” atmosphere and personal touch hospitality you won’t
get at other larger Tysons hotels.

Proud Recipient 
of the Coveted 
RENOVATION 
OF THE YEAR 

AWARD 

1-703-448-5400   1-800-238-8000 
6845 Old Dominion Drive, McLean, Virginia 22101   www.staybridge.com

http://www.staybridge.com
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